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WELCOME HOME TO ALL.  

 

 
 
Smart Landlord Policies for Pet-Friendly Rentals 
 
Millennials, the group that was born between the 80’s and early 2000’s, are 
disrupting homeownership trends; they are renting longer and delaying home 
ownership. They’re also one of the largest groups of renters in the U.S. today. 
More than 70 percent of millennial renters have pets, so pet-friendly rentals are 
extremely important to them. As a landlord, you may be hesitant to allow pets, 
and for good reason as pets can cause damage. However, many Millennials (and 
many renters in general) are responsible pet owners, so allowing pets is 
something to consider and also a great source of added revenue through pet 
fees.  
 
Pet owners face challenges when looking for rental properties but the 
Association of Residential Letting Agents says that they can in fact make better 
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tenants. Experts argue that a family with one or two rambunctious children is 
more likely to cause damage to your unit than a single person with a calm, well-
behaved pet. Both pets and children can possibly urinate on the floor, but a pet 
won’t write on the walls with crayons or flush a toy down your toilet.  
 
"Finding the right rental accommodation can take time, especially if you own a 
pet," admits Susan Fitz-Gibbon, President of ARLA. "Some landlords believe 
pets cause damage to their property and furnishings. However, often the reality is 
that pets are no trouble and are in fact, a signal that the tenant is committed to 
making the property a home. Turning down tenants with pets may mean that 
landlords are not only forgoing good tenants, but losing out on longer lets." She 
points to research from the US that shows tenants who own pets usually stay for 
longer, by an average of 23 months compared to 15 months for those without 
pets.  
 
While it is tempting to avoid dogs on a so-called dangerous dog list, pet experts 
are quick to point out that it is not the breed or the size of the dog that causes 
viciousness. Unless there are laws in your area regarding illegal breeds, having 
the pet owner provide proof of their dog’s training in the form of certificates of 
completing training courses, obedience titles, or CGC awards as well as being 
spayed or neutered should provide adequate proof as to the dog’s behavior. 
Well-trained dogs that are spayed or neutered are less likely to pose a risk than 
those that are not. 
 
Lastly, there is a question of numbers. Limiting to one dog or cat may limit the 
amount of damage, but it also reduces your tenants to single pet owner 
households. If you wish to capitalize on renting, don’t forget that there are a 
number of multiple pet tenants who are looking for places to rent. You can have a 
steady number of tenants thankful that you rent to them when others won’t, and 
you can charge higher rents, pet rent fees, and extra damage deposits if you do. 
 
Some of the reasons that landlords allow tenants to keep pets in their rentals is 
because they love pets, or see benefits to their property -- like a broader pool of 
tenants, or reduced tenant turnover (because pet owners have fewer options). A 
pet agreement can reduce a landlord's risks in a pet-friendly building. To protect 
yourself and your property, make sure you lease includes pet restrictions and 
rules, and clearly explain your policies to your tenants.  You might also consider 
increasing the damage deposit or requiring a separate pet deposit and charge a 
monthly pet rental fee. It is also important not just to allow for pets but rather to 
welcome them. This welcoming attitude can really help brand your property and 
have you stand heads and tails above your competition.  
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According to the American Pet Products Association’s (APPA) National Pet 
Owners Survey, Americans now own approximately 83.3 million dogs and 95.6 
million cats. That translates into nearly 50 percent of homeowners owning at 
least one dog and more than 45 percent owning at least one cat. 
 
Follow the Pack Leaders 
Between local “yappy hours” at bars and luxury hotel pet packages businesses 
and the hospitality industry are starting to cater to pets and their people. 
Businesses realize that by alienating pet owners, they could be losing out on 
profit and nearly half of their potential customer base, which is an important fact 
for you as a property manager. According to Advertising Age, many hotels are 
now becoming pet-friendly in an effort to attract more customers. Luxury hotels 
such as the boutique Kimpton brand as well as other hotel chains including 
Extended Stay, Red Roof Inn, Motel 6, Loews, and LaQuinta all welcome pets. 
 
Benefits vs. Risks 
Typically in real estate, where there is great risk, there is also the opportunity of 
great gain. Pets and pet friendly rentals are no exception. 
 
Pet Friendly Persuasion: Numbers of Pet Owners 
If you’re not renting to pet owners, you’re missing out on a huge portion of the 
population. According to the APPA or American Pet Products Association there 
are a number of Americans who own pets in the realm of 95.6 million cats and 
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83.3 million dogs. To put that in terms of households, 45.3 million households 
own at least one cat and 56.7 million households own at least one dog. If you 
don’t allow pets, you’re missing out on potential renters! And an additional stream 
of income! 
 
Pet Friendly Persuasion: Extra Money in Your Pocket 
One of the side benefits many landlords receive is in the form of extra money 
coming from pet fees and increased rent. Pet owners consider their pets as part 
of their family and are willing to pay extra pet deposits and even pet rental fees 
just to be given the opportunity to find a pet friendly rental. This extra income will 
be a result of supply and demand, and the fact that you are better than 
competitive landlords in your area.  By allowing pets, especially large dogs, you 
can charge a premium in the rent, which most pet-owners will pay. Many tenants 
will subconsciously choose to pay a higher rent, rather than pay a “pet fee”. 
 
Pet Friendly Persuasion: Stops Surprise Pets 
Continuously landlords face tenants who “sneak in” their pets. Make sure to state 
in the tenant’s contract that any unknown pets once discovered will cause an 
upfront pet deposit charge plus the amount of the pet rental fees since the start 
of the lease. This encourages tenants to be forthcoming about pets. 
 
Concerns With Allowing Pets: Pets Damage Property 
The problem most landlords face when a tenant moves out is the cost of 
replacing and repairing items damaged by pets. This includes replacing carpets, 
fixing scratches on doors, chewed items, and general damage. This is indeed a 
potential problem, especially if the tenant has poorly behaved pets. Have pet rent 
and a damage deposit should be able to mitigate those issues. 
 
Concerns With Allowing Pets: Landlord’s Liability 
In some circumstances, landlords have been held liable for aggressive or vicious 
dogs. For that reason, some landlords have restricted the breeds to what is 
outside of so-called “dangerous breeds” or even have limited size when it comes 
to pets. 
 
However, the landlord’s liability is limited. According to Nolo’s legal encyclopedia, 
the landlord can only be held responsible if the landlord knew the dog was 
vicious and did not have the dog removed, or the landlord cared for or kept the 
dog. 
 
If you’re concerned about the potential dogs’ behavior, you could insist that the 
owner produce a record of the dog’s Canine Good Citizen® title that is awarded 
by the American Kennel Club or AKC. This title is offered to all breeds and mixed 
breeds by the AKC and demonstrates the dog’s ability to behave correctly in a 
variety of different circumstances. 
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Risks 
 

• Potential damage to the property 
• Physical injury to neighbors or yourself 
• Possible noise nuisance 
• Allergens and dander will get in the air ducts and carpet 

 
Learn to reduce the risks associated with pet-friendly rentals 
 

 
 
(1) You can reduce the additional risks associated with allowing pets on your 
property by creating smart pet policies, putting them into a "pet agreement," and 
including the agreement as part of your lease. (Your lease should refer to the pet 
rules and incorporate them as part of your lease.) This provides notice to tenants 
that their continued tenancy depends on abiding with these rules. 
 
(2) Require that all tenants sign the pet agreement, even non-pet owners. That 
way, if a tenant gets a pet later, the tenant already knows what the rules are and 
what is expected if the tenant wants to remain in their rental. 
 

Smart ways to mitigate risks with pet friendly rentals 
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Get References and Screen the Tenant. When it comes to allowing pets at 
your property, it pays to ask for and check on references from potential tenants. It 
is wise to ask former landlords if they “would you rent to them again?” 
Charge a Higher Rent. According to MSN Real Estate and Firepaw, property 
owners can typically charge 20 to 30 percent more for units that allow pets. In 
fact, landlords who allowed pets brought in an extra $222 a month on average 
when compared to those who didn’t allow pets. 
 
Landlords who did not have a weight restriction on large-breed dogs brought in 
an additional $100 per month on average over those who enforced weight 
restrictions. Don’t get carried away.  I don’t recommend charging excessive pet 
fees. 
 

 
 
Consider Charging a Pet Fee. Many landlords routinely impose a "pet fee," in 
addition to the normal security deposit, reasoning that pets typically cause added 
wear and tear to an apartment.  
 
Before implementing such a policy, consider: 
 

• A fee might not be legal. In some states, such as California, landlords 
cannot charge more than a specified sum as a deposit. This sum covers 
the total of all types of deposits. So, if the total amount of the deposits that 
you charge to all tenants has reached the maximum, you cannot charge a 
pet deposit on top of that. 
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• A fee might not be a good idea. Setting aside a certain sum as a deposit 
to cover pet damage isn't always practical. Suppose a pet is well-behaved 
but the tenant who owns the pet is a slob. If part of the deposit is marked 
for pet damage only, you might not be able to use that money to clean up 
the tenant's mess. Often, it's better to impose a non-specific deposit. 

 
• A fee might be unreasonably high. If you decide to impose a specified pet 

deposit, keep it reasonable, such as $200 to $300 per year. Otherwise, if 
your tenant challenges it, a judge may not enforce it. 

 
Collect a Larger Security Deposit. In addition to charging a higher rent, in most 
states, you can add an additional “pet deposit”.  Only a few states (such as 
Arizona, Nevada, West Virginia, Florida, Utah, Wyoming, Georgia, and 
Washington) allow for non-refundable fees, but regardless, you are allowed to 
collect a higher deposit (refundable or not) because of the additional risk as long 
as you stay within your state’s maximum allowable amount. 
 
Cleaning Stipulation. Require that all tenants with pets pay for a professional 
carpet cleaning and air duct cleaning. The goal is to remove any pet dander and 
allergens so that I don’t exclude people with allergies from my pool of future 
tenants. 
 
Require a Pet be Spayed or Neutered. Animals that have been spayed or 
neutered are often more behaved and have a calming personality. It can be 
indicative as to the level of whether or not the pet parent is truly a responsible pet 
parent as to whether or not his or her pet is already spayed or neutered. Sexually 
intact dogs are three times more likely to bite so it is important that you require 
that all dogs be spayed or neutered. 
 
Clearly Stipulate the Types of Pets Allowed. Be specific in the lease. Ask your 
tenants to sign a pet agreement that specifies the type of animals you will allow 
in your rental and for them to disclose the type of pet they have. Some landlords 
allow only common domesticated animals such as dogs, cats, birds, fish, guinea 
pigs, rabbits, hamsters, gerbils, and small reptiles. The agreement should also 
specify any limit to the number of pets allowed. 
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Allow Only Pets You Approve. In private market housing there is no equal 
opportunity law pertaining to pets.  (Certain exceptions may apply to people with 
disabilities.) Select only responsible pet keepers as tenants. Require that tenants 
get your approval for any pet they wish to keep in their apartment. You may wish 
to forego this approval requirement for certain types of pets that you don't think 
will cause problems or trigger complaints, such as goldfish. State that your 
approval is conditioned upon the tenants' continued compliance with the terms of 
your pet agreement. Make clear that you have the right to ask the tenant to 
remove the pet from your property or terminate the tenancy in the event of 
serious or repeated violations of the agreement. Evaluate personality over breed.  
 
"Dangerous" Dog Breeds. Some landlords ban certain dog breeds that many 
people believe have a propensity toward violence, such as pit bulls and bully 
breeds. Landlords are legally entitled to ban these breeds from rental property. 
(Fair housing laws apply to human beings, not pets.) Before you allow such 
breeds, check with your insurer. Some companies won't issue liability policies if 
certain so-called "dangerous breeds" are kept on the property. 
 
Weight Restrictions. Instead of, or in addition to, banning certain breeds, some 
landlords limit the weight of dogs. For example, a landlord might only allow dogs 
under 20 pounds. But some of the large breed dogs can be gentle giants and 
quiet compared to a five pound Chihuahua that loves to bark.  
 
Educate Yourself. Learn more about pet policies and how to protect your rental 
property investment. Before you approve a particular pet, ask questions.  
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For example: 

• How long has the tenant had the pet 
• Where will the tenant get the pet (if not owned yet) 
• Whether the pet has caused any property damage or other problems, and 
• Who will look after the pet when the tenant is away? 

 

 
 
Allow Tenants' Pets Only. In your pet agreement, make it clear that you allow 
only tenants' pets. You don't want your tenants caring for other people's pets in 
their rental unit or operating a pet sitting business. Also specify whether you will 
allow guests to bring their pets with them while visiting tenants. 
 
Ask Tenant to obtain Dog Owner’s Liability Insurance. To further reduce the 
risk that a tenant's pet will cause injuries to other tenants or their guests, consider 
requiring your tenants to carry renters' liability insurance (assuming your state 
and local law allow it). If you do require this insurance, be sure the policy covers 
damage caused by pet accidents and that it doesn't contain a dog bite exclusion 
or other such limitation. Homeowners insurance and renters insurance usually 
cover liability for dog bites. Consequently, those who are insured under such 
policies usually have coverage. However, there are policies that exclude dog 
bites, and those that provide inadequate limits for the victim. Three solutions are 
available for dog owners who are uninsured or inadequately insured: umbrella 
coverage, excess coverage, and canine liability policies. An umbrella policy 
provides liability coverage for injuries, damages and losses that are not covered 
by a person's primary insurance (i.e., an umbrella would cover a dog bite that is 
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not covered by the dog owner's homeowner policy). An excess policy provides a 
higher policy limit for losses that ARE covered by the primary insurance. A 
canine liability policy is a policy written specifically for dog owners for the purpose 
of insuring dogs or people who, for one reason or another, cannot obtain any 
other coverage for injuries, damages and losses caused by their dog(s). The web 
site Dog Bite Law offers a helpful reference - https://dogbitelaw.com/insurance-
for-dog-owner/where-to-get-dog-owner-liability-insurance. 
 

 
 
Require Proper Identification, Licenses, and Vaccinations. Make sure 
tenants understand that all dogs and cats must wear identification collars or tags, 
which include proof of current vaccinations. Learn what your local ordinances 
require concerning regular cat and dog vaccinations and licenses, and insist that 
tenants give you current proof that they've complied (such as a copy of their 
municipal license receipt or the vet's bill). 
 
Make Tenants Responsible for Their Pets. Tenants should agree to keep their 
pets under control at all times, so that they don't disturb other tenants and their 
guests. Require tenants to clean up after their pets, both inside their apartment, 
and in all common areas and other parts of your property. Tenants should agree 
not to leave pets unattended inside or outside for an extended period of time, and 
to keep pets in appropriate, contained areas within their apartment. For example, 
small reptiles such as lizards should be kept in terrariums and birds should be 
kept in cages. You may also want to set up doggie bag receptacles and get 
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sponsored bags by a local pet store to entice clean up and proper disposal 
around the grounds of pet waste.  
 
General Considerations for Landlords 
 

 
 
Why Pet-Keeping Tenants are Desirable 
 

• Lower vacancy rates and longer tenancies 
• A larger pool of prospective tenants.  Welcoming pets increases the 

marketability of your units. 
• Higher rents 
• More responsible tenants. Responsible pet keepers are responsible 

people. They tend to be stable, more reliable and more home-centered.  
This makes them exemplary tenants. 

• A higher level of commitment to the property, the community, and the 
neighborhood 
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• Decreased legal liability and decreased time, effort, and expense 
enforcing a “No Pets” policy. “Pets Welcome” policies actually give 
landlords greater control over the animals in their properties. 

• Increased security. The presence of dogs, and people who spend more 
time at home, contribute to fewer break-ins and less vandalism. All 
residents benefit, as well as the property owner. 

• Increased goodwill in your community.  More than 60% of American 
households have pets.  The health and social benefits of living with 
animals and the increased use of service animals in a variety of new roles 
and sectors have merited a great deal of media attention.  Moreover, pet 
owners are more educated, more committed, and more vocal than ever. 

 
Myths and misperceptions. Small dogs make better apartment dwellers. 
Weight and breed have little to do with a dog’s suitability for apartment living. On 
the plus side, if you limit is size of the dog, the damage may be minimized. Or 
may not. A poorly behaved small dog or puppy may cause significantly more 
damage than a large dog that is well behaved. Small terriers, toy and miniature 
breeds are often high-strung barkers and chewers.  Toy breeds are frequently 
harder to housetrain.  Some of the largest dogs are most mellow. Age, neutering, 
provision of adequate exercise and attention from the owner, and-most 
important—TRAINING, are what really count. 
 
Whether or not cats should be declawed. Requiring that a cat be declawed 
should not be required. This is a cruel and invasive surgical procedure that can 
lead to serious behavior problems. Nail clipping, nail capping, and scratching-
post training are more effective solutions. Cats who scratch seldom attack walls 
or woodwork or carpeting, which are of concern to the landlord.   
 
Certain breeds of dogs are dangerous and do not belong in multi-family 
housing. Aggression in dogs can occur with any breed. Individual temperament 
and training determine which animals are safe. Moreover, many states and 
localities have laws prohibiting breed discrimination. Judgment should always be 
made on a case-by-case basis. Dogs with a known history of aggression should 
not be permitted. Ask for veterinarian, trainer, former landlord or neighbor 
references if you are in doubt about a specific animal. Ask prospective tenants 
whether their dogs have been obedience trained. Encourage them to train the 
dog to pass the AKC’s Canine Good Citizen test.   
 
Multiple animals should be prohibited. Not necessarily so. It’s very tempting to 
limit the size, breed, or number of pets. However, allowing multiple pets can 
alleviate boredom when left home alone and fewer behavior problems such as 
whining, barking, crying, scratching, destructive chewing, etc. Animals often 
prefer one another’s company and lessen any separation anxiety when left alone. 
Again, this is an owner care and management issue. Permitting more than one 
animal must be based on the individual’s ability to care properly for the pets. 
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Interacting with the pet. Seeing the animal in person is one way to assess 
whether the person is a responsible pet parent. The animal’s appearance should 
be clean, well-groomed, and be odor-free. A dog should be calm and responsive 
to the owner’s commands and under control. 
 

 
 
 

Some Helpful Tips for Landlords  
(Source: http://massanimalcoalition.com/resources/renting-with-pets/tips-for-landlords/) 

 
• DO Select only responsible pet owners as tenants. 
• DON’T Restrict dogs by weight or size 
• DO Ask for references from previous landlords. 
• DON’T Prohibit selective breeds of dogs.  Training and management and responsible pet 

caretaking are the only assurance against dangerous dogs. 
• DO Evaluate animals on an individual basis 
• DON’T Allow dogs with a history of aggression 
• DO Ask to meet all prospective canine tenants. 
• DON’T Require declawing of cats. Scratching is better solved with behavior modification 

and management techniques on the part of the cat owner. 
• DO Require cats be kept indoors only 
• DON’T Require debarking of dogs.  This is a drastic and unnecessary surgical procedure.  

Excessive barking, whining, and howling need not be tolerated.  Responsible dog 
guardians can control barking through appropriate training and management. This is also 
illegal in Massachusetts. 
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• DO Require all animals to be spayed or neutered 
• DON’T Summarily restrict tenants to one animal.  Animals who are left alone during the 

day are often better behaved if they have a buddy.  Establish reasonable limits based on 
care and management provided by the owner. 

• DO Insist that dog-owners scoop the poops 
• DON’T Allow dogs to be left outside unattended, either loose or tied.  Expressly prohibit 

chaining or tethering of animals.  This includes townhouses and single-family houses with 
fenced yards. 

• DO Require dogs to be leashed or under reliable voice control at all times when outside 
owner’s apartment, including halls and indoor public areas, on the grounds, and in 
parking areas 

• DON’T Allow exotic or wild animals 
• DO. In high-rise buildings, designate one elevator for use by dogs.  In case of one-

elevator buildings, require dog-owners to use the service elevator when coming or going 
with their animals. (This permits dog-shy tenants to avoid having to ride with dogs.) 

• DON’T Let a bad experience with one irresponsible pet owner or negative hearsay cancel 
your commitment to allowing your tenants to have  companion animals. 

• DO Provide all tenants, including those without animals, with your Pet Policy. 
• DO Establish a Pet Committee in multi-unit buildings.  Both pet-keepers and residents 

without animals should be included on the committee. 
• DO Encourage dog owners to train their dogs to achieve the AKC’s Canine Good Citizen 

certification. 
• DO Notify your local animal welfare organizations and shelters that you permit pets.  

They may be a valuable source of referrals of responsible pet-keeping tenants. 

 

 
 
Screening a Prospective Pet-Keeping Tenant  
 
Basic information to obtain: 

• Pet’s name 
• Pet’s sex/spayed or neutered? (Make this a requirement) 
• Pet’s age 
• How long has the prospective tenant owned this animal? 
• Emergency contact for pet 
• Pet’s Veterinarian / Clinic 
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For Dogs You May Want to Ask the Pet Parent: 
 

• Routine daily schedule:  How often is the dog walked?  What kind of regular exercise 
does the animal get? 

• Is the dog left alone for extended periods of time?  How many hours?  Describe the 
typical situation.  How does the dog amuse him/herself when alone? 

• Has the dog had any obedience training?  Describe.  Is your dog an AKC Canine Good 
Citizen?  (If yes, the owner and animal are likely to be excellent tenants.) 

• How do you deal with the following behaviors:  Barking/whining?  Chewing?  Scratching? 
• How does the dog behave with other people?  Strangers?  Children?  Other dogs? 
• Is the dog licensed with the town/city?  
• Who takes care of the animal when you take a trip without him/her? 
• How do you control fleas and other parasites? 
• Do you have references from previous landlords where you’ve lived with this animal? 
• Will they be left alone all day? 
• Do they have a dog walker that is used to help exercise the pet and alleviate boredom? 

Reasonable Rules for Canine Tenants 
 

1. Dog will never be left outside unattended. 
2. Dog will be leashed or under voice control at all times when entering and 

leaving tenant’s apartment, the building, and in outdoor areas of the 
property. 

3. Petkeeper will pick up and dispose of all solid waste left by the dog both 
on the premises and off. 
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4. Excessive barking, whining, or howling will not be tolerated.  “Excessive” 
is defined as longer in duration than 10 minutes, or 5 minutes of 
continuous barking more than three times a day. 

5. Dog will not be left alone in apartment for periods longer than 6 hours 
unless it can be demonstrated that the animal is capable of more 
extended times.  In no case will the period be greater than 10 hours.  If the 
human tenant’s schedule requires absences from home of longer duration, 
he/she will engage a pet walker / sitter to take the dog out during the day, 
or arrange for off-premises “doggie daycare.” 

6. Dog will be bathed and groomed as necessary. An effective flea and 
parasite control program is required.  
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Questions to Ask For Cat Keeping Pet Parents: 

• Is she/he reliably litter-box trained?  (Answer should be YES.)  How often do you change 
the litter? 

• What toys does your cat play with? 
• Does the cat use a scratching post? 
• Who takes care of the animal when you take a trip without him/her? 
• How do you control fleas and other parasites? 
• Do you have references from previous landlords where you’ve lived with this animal? 
• Will they be left alone all day? 
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Sample “No Pets / Pets” Clause, Addendum, Agreement 
 
ANIMALS. No animals (including mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, rodents, and 
insects) are allowed, even temporarily, anywhere on the Premise unless 
Landlord has provided authorization in writing.  If authorization is given, 
Tenant(s) may have to pay a non-refundable pet fee or increased security 
deposit amount.  A service animal will be authorized for disabled (handicapped) 
Tenant(s) upon written request and proof of disabled status and need for 
accommodation. 
 
Integrate “Pet Addendum” when allowing a Pet 
 
When allowing pets, attach a separate document to the end of your lease. Have 
the tenant fill it out completely before moving in. Shown below is a sample Pet 
Addendum Template that you can use to accommodate tenants with pets: 
 
SAMPLE PET ADDENDUM TO LEASE AGREEMENT: 
This Addendum is made on [ MONTH DAY, YEAR ] between [ LANDLORD’S 
NAME ] (Landlord) and [ TENANT’S NAME ] (Tenant), and is understood to 
modify the Residential Lease for [ PROPERTY ADDRESS ] (Premise) originally 
dated [ MONTH DAY, YEAR ]. 
 
1. PERMISSION 
 
Landlord grants permission to Tenant to keep the domesticated pet(s) on the 
Premise during the term of the Lease. Landlord may revoke permission at any 
time if Tenant fails to comply with any of the terms and conditions in the Lease or 
subsequent Addendums. 
 
2. SERVICE ANIMALS 
 
Service, Guide, Signal, or Support animals are not “Pets” according to the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as long as the animal is being used by the 
Tenant to support a disability or handicap, or the Tenant is training the animal(s).  
Additional information on Service Animals and subsequent rights and protections 
can be found on http://www.hud.gov. 
 
Is the Tenant’s pet actually a Certified Service Animal or in training to be a 
Certified Service Animal? : _______ Yes, _______ No. 
 
3. ANIMAL PROFILE 
 
Type of Animal: Dog, Cat, Bird, Rabbit, Pig, Reptile, Fish (circle all that apply) 
 
Name of Animal(s): ______________________ 
 
Weight of Animal(s): ______________________ (lbs.) 
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Breed of Animals(s): ______________________ 
 
Age of Animal(s):  ______________________ 
 
Spayed or Neutered?:  _______ Yes, _______ No 
 
Current on Vaccinations?:  _______ Yes, _______ No 
 
Posses Current Animal Licenses?:  _______ Yes, _______ No 
 
______________________________________ 
 
Tenant Signature (and date) 
 
______________________________________ 
 
Landlord Signature (and date) 
 
______________________________________ 
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Sample Dog Policy and Dog Agreement for Vacation Rental  
 
It is hereby agreed by and between (Homeowner) and (Renter) that homeowner will allow guest 
to have the following described pet and no others in the vacation home upon and subject to the 
terms and conditions of the rental agreement and this addendum. No more than 2 pets are 
permitted on the property.  
 
The permission granted herein shall be limited to a certain pet(s) as described below: 
 
Type of Pet: _______________  Breed:___________________________ 
Name: ___________________ 
Weight: ______________Age:_____________ Sex: _____________ 
 
Type of Pet: __________________ Breed:__________________________ 
Name: ___________________ 
Weight: ______________Age:__________ Sex: ______________ 
 
Renter hereby agrees to comply the following: 
 
1. All pets must comply with the following specifications (documentation from an accredited 
veterinarian must be provided by Renter upon request): 
a. May not exceed 135 lbs. 
b. Must be at least 6 months of age or older. 
c. Must be spayed or neutered. 
d. Must be up-to-date on rabies vaccinations and all other vaccinations. Heartworm preventive is 
highly recommended. 
 
2. All pets must be leashed at all times. 
 
3. Renter is responsible for cleaning up any/all pet refuse. 
 
4. Pets are not allowed on furniture at any time. Any evidence of pets on furniture may incur extra 
cleaning fees. 
 
5. All pets are to be treated with a topical flea and tick repellent three (3) days prior to arrival. 
Fleas and ticks are very rampant in this area and can cause harmful/fatal illness to humans and 
pets. 
 
6. Pet must not cause damage to premises or furnishings. If damages are caused, the cost of the 
damage may be deducted from security deposit. 
 
7. Renter should prevent pets from producing excessive noise at a level that disturbs neighbors. 
 
8. Pet will not be left unattended for an undue length of time, either indoors or out. Pet will not be 
left unattended in yard, patio, or porch. Pet may not be left unattended in cabin or left in vehicle 
on premise. 
 
9. Homeowner assumes no responsibility for illness or injury that may incur to pets or humans 
while on the premises.  
Renter shall be solely responsible for the pet while on the property. 
 
 
Sign____________________________________________________ Date____/_____/____ 
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Links to On-Line Resources for Information, Forms, Policies 
 

 
 

• www.hsus.org/programs/companion/renting/managers.html:  how to create a pets-
welcome policy, why it is profitable to do so, identifying responsible pet owners, sample 
policies and agreement documents, etc. 

 
• www.rental-housing.com/rental/petpages.htm:  how tenants get around “No Pets” 

policies, eliminating odors, pet agreements, pet letters, large dogs, etc.—lots of very 
good information and guidelines. 

 
• www.mspca.org: Click on Renting with Pets  for “Guidelines for Responsible Pet 

Ownership” and other information. 
 

• www.sfspca.org/landlords.htm:  general guidelines. For a complete packet of info, contact 
The Open Door Program, San Francisco SPCA, 2500 16th St., San Francisco, CA 
94103, or phone 415-554-3000, or e‑mail: publicinfo@sfspca.org. 

 
• http://www.akc.org/:  for information about the Canine Good Citizen program.  Call for 

booklet: 919-852-3875. 
 

• http://www.leasewithpets.com/ offers pet deposit warranties to cover pet damage up to 
$5,000 per dwelling unit—as a supplement or alternative to a regular pet deposit.  Costs 
include a $300 fee, refundable at the end of tenancy if no claim is made, and $250/yr. for 
one animal (plus $60/yr./each additional animal). 

____________________________________ 
 
For our pet friendly rental consulting services to implement a successful pet-
friendly rental policy please email us at info@lifeunleashed.com.  


